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ragna bruno
the solitude of perception

The Paintings of Ragna Bruno

by Daniel Kany

Ragna Bruno’s light-soaked studio is a
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small building in Hancock designed by her architect
son, Blue Hill-based Blas Bruno. For generations, her
entire family have been artists, musicians, architects
and museum professionals. Her Swedish mother
married her German father and they settled in Spain,
where Bruno grew up and regularly visits since settling
in the United States in 1975 with her composer and
conductor husband Werner Torkanowsky who passed
away in 1992.
Bruno’s studio is her sanctuary, her place of
“peace and total privacy.” She works there every day,
painting with oils or drawing, as she does, by leaking
ink off the dipped handle of a stylus.
“I draw freely without preconceived thoughts,”
she muses, “then there are no boundaries. Anything
can happen. And the drawing may come to life on
its own.”
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Bruno’s drawn lines crackle with an electric
intensity, dancing like sparks on the page. Their
dynamic presence allows them to shift between being
painterly marks, bounding forms and carving out
negative spaces. Bruno treats the page like space and
let her marks shift between 3D and 2D logic, at times
remaining insistently abstract and other times creating
figures or establishing calligraphic rhythms.
Bruno’s paintings also flutter between abstraction
and representation. While she stands up to make both
her drawings and paintings, the logic of the paintings
is landscape—the result of her body’s interaction with
the vertical support. Bruno uses a reductive palette
of unbleached neutrals and pigments that echo the
organically mineral qualities of the earth. She also
generally uses a low contrast approach to her hues,
which gives the sense that light drives her sensibilities
rather than color per se. Her landscape scenes tend
to be meditatively quiet, led by a sense of atmosphere
that reflects the mineral world of Maine: granite
grays, sandy ochres, woody charcoals, and silver skies
sporting an occasional puff-white cloud.
Bruno’s paintings also create their own grids.
But they are the result of perception rather than the
modernist dogma of the grid as the starting point of
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the literalist expression of the painted canvas. Bruno
orients herself (and the viewer) with the horizon.
Below that are bands of foreground and midground.
Above it is the sky, but it appears as space that reaches
completely to the viewer. Bruno then often claims
the vertical center of the painting as a band that
echoes our own body, the spatial basis for our visual
perception of the world—landscapes or painting.
While this central band isn’t always visible (imagine
the reflection of the moon on water), it reveals Bruno’s
understanding of painting as the balance of perception
with the actual act of painting.
For Bruno, painting is a subjective interaction with
the canvas and materials. Because it is based in vision,
it necessarily incorporates our visual perceptions of
the physical world. These might include the horizon
line of the ground on which we are standing—Bruno
stands when she paints and draws—but also space,
atmosphere, rhythm and time. This is explains why
Bruno can start a painting and may then wind
up with a music-oriented grid of jazzy dashes, a
practically pure abstraction, or an ocean landscape
with a centered cloud in the night sky. One might
have been primarily inspired by the music in her
studio, another by the visual development of paint on

the canvas, and the other by a memory of a particular
place—transportive through space and time.
Bruno’s subjective relationship to her process
connects her approach not only to Surrealism and
postwar painting (both European and American), but
it also aligns with the Maine tradition of American
landscape painting. We find moody subjective
solitude at the core of Winslow Homer’s work as well
as Marsden Hartley’s. With John Marin, we see the
landscape carved into sections marked by tensions
between their status as spatially distinct while being
part of the same painterly composition. What we
find among them is that the tension isn’t between
flat painting and real place but between painting
as encountered object and subjective perception:
subjective versus objective.
Bruno’s painterly subjectivity starts with her
solitude: the welcomed peace of being alone in the
studio, the possibility, the potential. She exults in this
romanticism and its promise of freedom. It’s where
she can incorporate what matters to her—memories,
experiences, love; however bittersweet—and present
her vision as an affirming exaltation of life. The same
could be said of Homer: however heroic and lustily
sublime his ocean landscapes might seem, they
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ultimately succeed not because they impress, but
because we connect with them. We empathize with
his aloneness, his meditative wonder, his subjective
perception of the unflinchingly vast world.
This is why I have long seen Bruno as a particularly
worthy Maine painter. It’s not her cultural erudition
or her art historical nuance: It’s because her work is
so effectively authentic and personal that we seem to
directly connect to her subjective perspective. The
solitude of her painting is quiet, beautiful and free.
And that is a good place for any of us to be.
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Ragna Bruno was born in Madrid, Spain, the daughter of a German
father, and a Swedish mother. She was raised in a multilingual family
and is fluent in Spanish, German, English, and French. Throughout
her early life, Bruno studied dance, music, and art in Madrid,
Switzerland, and London. Her father was a poet and businessman,
who came from a long line of artists and architects; her mother, a
sculptor who spoke six languages. Their friends were artists and
musicians, and Bruno grew up immersed in the arts at home and
at school. From the age of fourteen until she went to study abroad,
Bruno made it a point to visit the Prado Museum everyday, walking
a half hour each way.
Bruno travelled extensively in Europe, Central and South America,
and India. She owned an antique store in Madrid, and cofounded
bermúsica, an international concert management company
based in Madrid with its own concert series, “Orchestras of the
World.”
Bruno came to the U.S. in 1975 to marry Werner Torkanowsky, a
world renowned conductor. The couple moved to Hancock, Maine,
in 1977. Here Bruno was able to pursue her passion for art and
committed to being a full-time artist. Bruno continues to live and
maintain a studio in Hancock, and visits Spain frequently to see
family and friends.
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